Geography and the Early Settlement of China
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1. 1700 B.C.E. to ________________
2. China is located in eastern ________________.
3. It contains the world’s ________________ mountains (Himalayas).
4. One of the world’s largest ________________ (Taklimakan) Desert.
5. Also, it contains some of the ________________ rivers
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6. China is the ________________ largest country in the world

Population
7. United States: ________________
8. China: ________________

Chinese History
- Inner China
- Outer China
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9. Includes ________________ and ________________ parts of China
10. Southwest China is enclosed by the ________________.
11. The world’s largest ________________ is Tibet-Qinghai Plateau.
12. ________________ cold place to live
13. 50 days a year without ________________
14. ________________ in July
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15. •In the northwest, ________dominates the landscape.
16. •Second lowest place in China is located here called the ________Depression
17. •Very ________
18. •Sometimes ________evaporate before reaching the ground
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19. •In the northeast, the Northeast ________is the major landscape.
20. •______hot summers
21. •Winters are ________and ________
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22. •Closer to ________level
   •Rolling hills, river valleys, and plains.
23. •Rivers
24. •Provide ________
25. •______soil
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26. •______main regions
27. •North ________plain
28. •______and often cool

29. •The ________Jiang Basins
30. •Often ________and wet